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By Pat Peck

I’m regularly asked the same question by many of my con-
sultant and contractor friends.  The question is, with the price
of oil at $25/barrel and natural gas over $4/mcf, why is there
so little exploration going on?  I’ve pondered this question myself
many times and would like to offer my viewpoints on this topic.

Accountants and MBA’s who are interested in more con-
servative investments (those with guaranteed returns and lower
risks) currently manage many energy companies.  Factored into
the MBA investment is a proclivity for larger and fewer invest-
ments.  Multiply the effect of this strategy by the effect of fewer,
albeit larger, energy companies and you have a major concen-
tration of investment income on big targets like the deep water
Gulf of Mexico. It appears that these investment managers would
prefer to make a single $billion investment vs. a hundred $10
million investments. This despite the fact that the large number
of smaller investments would appear to spread out the risk.
Why?  The answer may be that the smaller strategy is much
more people and industry-infrastructure intensive. While the
investment banker strategy has obvious merits, the effects of
lower industry staffing levels and weakened industry infrastruc-
ture leaves a void in the long-term health of the industry and by
inference, the long-term exploration strategy.

  How many players can afford to compete in the deep-
water elephant-hunting arena?  One of the merits of elephant

Date: Wednesday, December 11,2002
Time: Social 7:00AM, Presentation 7:30 AM

Q&A 8:15 - 8:30 AM
Location: Core Laboratories – Houston Office

6316 Windfern, Houston, TX 77040
713-328-2673

Cost: Sponsored
Reservations: email Joan@hgs.org, Fax – 713-463-9160
Questions: Karl Seibert, ADS, 713-339-1616

Title:
DHI / AVO ANALYSIS BEST PRACTICES:
A WORLDWIDE ANALYSIS

Speaker:
Kurt Rudolph, Distinguished lecturer
ExxonMobil Exploration Company
Houston, Texas

Abstract:
Industry increasingly relies on DHI and AVO technology to

identify and risk prospects in many key exploration areas, in-
cluding West Africa, the Gulf of Mexico, and the North Sea. As
a measure of the impact of this technology, success rates are
higher in plays where DHI technology can be applied (+20%
for ExxonMobil wildcats). A calibrated DHI rating system, us-
ing both DHI and data quality characteristics, provides a struc-
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Corporate Partner

The GSH would like to thank the following
companies for their support as corporate members:

Thank you for your supporting the GSH!
For information on how to become a corporate member or to endow a scholar-

ship with an organization’s name please contact Pat Starich (281) 654-5036 or the
GSH office at (713) 463-9477.

Corporate Sponsor

Corporate Benefactor

Corporate Underwriter

Reservations
Make reservations by e-mail at joan@hgs.org and
include your member number (found on Bulletin
mailing label). Fax reservations to (713) 463-9160.

Announcements
Technical Breakfast
December 11, 2002

Rock Physics
December 18, 2002

Potential Fields
X-Mas Party

December 12, 2002

Geophysical Auxiliary
Houston Junior League

Tea Room
January 13, 2003

Potential Fields
January 16, 2003

Milton Dobrin Lecture at
the University of Houston

February 3, 2003

Corporate Benefactor

Corporate UnderwriterCorporate Underwriter

Editor’s Note
To insure your information reaches

the GSH society members in a timely
manner it must appear in the appropri-
ate newsletter issue. Please note the fol-
lowing deadlines and plan your
function’s publicity strategy accordingly.
Items must be received on or before the
corresponding deadline date. Materials
can be sent to Lee Lawyer at
llawyer@prodigy.net with a cc to John
Sumner at john.r.sumner-
@exxonmobil.com. If you have any ques-
tions please call Lee Lawyer at 281/
531/5347 or John Sumner at 713/
431/6796.

2002 - 2003 GSH
Newsletter Deadlines

Issue ............ January 2003
Deadline .... December 10, 2002

Issue ............ February 2003
Deadline .... January 6, 2003

Issue ............ March 2003
Deadline .... February 6, 2003
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Special Interest Group Meetings
Rock Physics SIG
Date: Wednesday,

December 18
Time: 5:00 p.m.
Location: Veritas DGC, Inc.

10300 Town Park Dr.
Houston, TX  77072

Expression of Residual Gas  - or -
“What’s the Fuss about Fizz”
by Michael Batzle, Colorado School of
Mines, and De-Hua Han, Houston Ad-
vanced Research Center

Summary:
The high compressibility of ex-

panded gas produces a strong seismic
response even at low saturations. Par-
tial gas-saturation ‘Bright Spots’ are
common on the shallow shelf.  In fact,
our recent lab measurements indicate
that this shallow gas can have an influ-
ence beyond what one would expect
from a simplistic fluid substitution using
Gassmann’s equations.

At greater depths, however, the pic-
ture changes as dramatically as do the
gas properties.  At pressures and tem-
peratures typical of deep water reser-
voirs, gas is highly compressed and can
behave more like a liquid.  Small
amounts of gas can not be responsible
for observed false seismic Direct Hydro-
carbon Indicators (DHI).  The observed
signature can require 30 to 50 % gas
saturation: and that ain’t Fizz.  Unfortu-
nately, the sources of many of these false
DHIs are still unknown, and the topic
requires further research.

Biographies:
Michael L. Batzle (Ph.D., 1978,

MIT) is Research Assoc. Prof., Depart-
ment of Geophysics,  Colorado School
of Mines, and co-founder and co-direc-
tor of the CSM/HARC Fluid  & Rock
Properties Research Consortium. Re-
search interests include:  seismic and
acoustic properties of rocks and fluids
including low frequency and low ampli-
tude velocity, attenuation, and modulus
measurements; seismic lithology and
fluid identification, time-lapse seismol-
ogy; transport properties including fault

and shale permeability and sealing; rock
strength and stability from both labora-
tory measurements and well logs; frac-
tured reservoir potential and production
characteristics.  Recipient, 2002 Soci-
ety of Exploration Geophysicists
Kauffman Gold Medal for Research
Contributions.  From 1979 to 1994,
Mike designed, built and operated
ARCO’s rock physics lab.

De-hua Han (Ph.D., 1987, Stanford
University), Senior research scientist,
Director of Rock Physics Lab, Houston
Advanced Research Center,Co-founder
and co-director of CSM/HARC Fluid  &
Rock Properties Research Consortium.
Research interests include:  acoustic,
electrical, hydraulic and mechanical
properties of rocks and their correlation
to rock composition and fabric;  hydro-
carbon fluid properties and their effects
on seismic velocities of rocks; integra-
tion of rock properties data into reser-
voir exploration, evaluation, character-
ization, and reservoir monitoring prob-
lems.  From 1987 to 1994, De-Hua was
Director of Unocal’s Rock Physics
Project and Laboratory.

POTENTIAL FIELDS
Where: HESS building, 5430

Westheimer, Houston
Date: Thursday January 16,

2003
Time: 5:30 Social Hour;

6:30 Dinner;
7:30 Presentation

Cost: $25.00

Contact: Afif Saad, Chair - GSH Poten-
tial Fields Group, at 281-342-8575
(AfifHSaad@netscape.net) or Bob Van
Nieuwenhuise, Co-Chair at 713-735-
6311 (BobV@pgs.com) by Tuesday,
January 14, 2003 for reservations. E-
mail is best because we can confirm your
reservation. Please HONOR your res-
ervation!  We must bill no-shows!

The Future of Gravity and Bathym-
etry from Radar Altimetry
By  Professor  David T. Sandwell ,

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La
Jolla

Abstract:
Satellite-derived gravity anomalies

provide an important reconnaissance
tool for the petroleum exploration com-
munity.  However, only the larger ba-
sins can be investigated using this tech-
nique due to the relatively poor resolu-
tion of the data (30-40 km wavelength).
In shallow areas (depth < 200 m) and
near coastlines, the accuracy of the grav-
ity field degrades to 7-10 mGal.  The
main limitations of satellite-derived grav-
ity are ocean waves and errors in coastal
tide models.  I will discuss both near-term
and long-tern approaches to improving
the accuracy and resolution.  The near-
term approach involves re-picking the
waveforms of ERS-1 altimeter data to
suppress the noise due to ocean waves
and also correct the data using better
ocean tide models.  This will provide a
general square root of 2 improvement
in the global gravity models and perhaps
greater improvement on the continen-
tal margins.  The second approach is to
launch a new dedicated satellite altim-
eter mission with a higher precision al-
timeter. A 6-year mission will provide a
factor of 5 improvement in gravity ac-
curacy (~1 mGal) and a factor of 2 im-
provement in resolution (~15 km wave-
length).  This ABYSS proposal can be
found at http://fermi.jhuapl.edu/abyss.

Biography:
David T. Sandwell is a professor of

geophysics at Scripps Institution of
Oceanography. Major area of research
interest is satellite geodesy and marine
tectonics with recent interest in synthetic
aperture radar measurements of earth
deformation.

(see http://topex.ucsd.edu)

Education:
Ph.D., 1981, University of Califor-

nia at Los Angeles, Geophysics and
Space Physics, B.S., 1975, University
of Connecticut, Major Physics, Minor
Mathematics

Potential Fields continued on page 5
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THE POTENTIAL FIELDS GROUP OF
GEOPHYSICAL SOCIETY OF HOUSTON

PRESENTS

THE ANNUAL
POTENTIAL FIELDS

CHRISTMAS  PARTY !

5:30 pm  to  8:30 pm
THURSDAY DECEMBER 12, 2002

(PLEASE NOTE THE DATE CHANGE TO
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12. WE APOLOGIZE

FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE)

At

THE LIBRARY of THE UNIVERSITY CLUB
The Galleria, Houston, Texas

FESTIVE  ATMOSPHERE  AND
GOOD  FOOD

PROVIDED BY THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF
Potential Fields Contractors and Individuals

CASH BAR

PLEASE RSVP:
AFIF SAAD  (281)-342-8575

(afifhsaad@netscape.net)

Milton Dobrin Lecture
Announcement

Dr. John P. Castagna will give the annual Milton Dobrin
Lecture at the University of Houston on Monday February 3 at
7 pm in the first floor lecture room in Science and Research
Building - 1. The annual Dobrin lectures are sponsored jointly
by the University of Houston Geoscience Department and the
Geophysical Society of Houston.

Dr. Castagna’s subject is “Direct Hydrocarbon Indication
with Instantaneous Spectral Analysis”.

Details will be given in the January Newsletter.

Relevant Publications:
Sandwell, D.T. and W.H.F. Smith, Marine Gravity from

Geosat and ERS-1 Altimetry, J. Geophys. Res., 102, 10039-
10054, 1997.

Smith, W.H.F. and D. Sandwell, Global seafloor topogra-
phy from satellite altimetry and ship depth soundings, Science,
277, p.1956-1962, 1997.

Potential Fields continued from page 4

hunting may be that the validation of a prospect from a cost
perspective is not that much higher for a billion barrel field
than for a 100 million barrel field.  The development cost may
be staggering but it is probably not linear with size and the risk
vs. reward ratio is not too odious.

This all makes for a few really big, really well funded, really
investment savvy oil bankers and not a lot of small exploration
companies.  Perhaps it is this demise of smaller wildcatters and
exploration outfits that is missing from the industry.  What is
missing in the long-term strategy, I believe, is the pursuit of
small fields with good potential but with no giant reward.

The infrastructure necessary to the long-term health of the
industry needs this activity and it is this activity that is rapidly
declining.  Right now there is sufficient expertise to focus on
the giant, deep-water fields but this expertise is by and large a
residual component of a previously healthy industry that was
driven by active exploration.  How much oil can we expect the
second and third generation bankers to find? Dare I mention
the Enron debacle? I won’t embellish on that any further as we
all know that sad story.

Another component in the investment banker scenario is
that many of the decision makers are lured to their strategy by
short-term bonuses and stock options that are not particularly
enhanced by looking out for the long-term health of their com-
pany or the industry.  Investment bankers undoubtedly under-
stand financial spreadsheets but may not realize the value in
investing in geoscience infrastructure.  And almost certainly,
they would be appalled by the old wildcatters that built the in-
dustry in the first place.

And what about the service industry?  Where does this
component fit into the banker theory?  Without a doubt, the
service industry is essential for the long-term health of the oil
industry. In short, we need some investment money directed
towards significant plays that are not on the radar screens of
the super majors.  These investments will fund infrastructure,
provide jobs for new explorationists that are needed for the
future, and will justify continued R & D by the service industry.

Perhaps the answer to this question is nothing more than
the investment bankers are all just sitting around waiting for a
war to start which would provide the opportunity to insert a
straw into Iraq’s (or someone else’s) oil reserves. But this is not
a viable long-term strategy for our domestic industry.

President’s Column continued from page 1
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GSH Editor,
Like several of the respondents in

the October Newsletter, I was thinking
about Newsy Newsletters when I re-
ceived my September GSH issue.  One
of my visions was of a blocked out spot
in the Newsletter for comments of 25
words or less – something like the old
radio contest days.  I do wonder whether
anyone who would write to an Editor
could keep it under 25 words.  For ex-
ample:

I think GSH Luncheon talks should
be more/less technical in nature because

The GSH could appeal to younger
members by __

SEG members in the Houston area
not already members of GSH would be
encouraged to join by __

People would have better luck sell-
ing prospects in the present environment
by ___

People would have better luck find-
ing permanent employment in the
present environment by __

My biggest claim to fame in the in-
dustry resulted from ___

Also, maybe you could block out a
spot for historical items and/or for even,
God forbid, useful or important com-
ments. These little blocked areas might
give our members something to shoot
at.  Our Newsletter might be a page or
two longer, but at least it will still be more
manageable than the other local geo-
science society missal, published by you
know who.

Regarding your comment about no
jokes in the newsletter, I spiked a few of
those absolutely hilarious jokes you still
see in industry publications to fill out
space in the Denver Geophysical News-
letters. I published 20 years ago; i.e.:

Tom: “Do you like bathing beau-
ties?”

Dick: “I don’t know.  I don’t get to
bathe any.”

Harry: “Geophysics is like sex.
When it’s good it’s real good,
and when it’s bad, it’s still pretty
good.”

One of our younger members, Sally
Griffiths, suggested to Carl Yost, the then
current DGS President, that society
newsletters were not appropriate forums
for jokes like these.  The joke section
was stopped, but I did get even with Sally
after I became President by appointing
her Social Chairman.  She got even back
by changing her name to Zinke and us-
ing the office as a springboard to be-
come President of the SEG.  I ask you,
and my friend Sally, are jokes good or
bad?

Regarding the letter from Hugh
Hardy, is the word ‘numb nut’ in numb
nut author a word? What about Olive
Drab for a Newsletter color? I’ve about
given up trying to make a living in this
depressed environment, so you may
have to hunt me down for the rest of
my list on “interesting?” stuff.

Jim Wood
Kingwood, TX

Editor: Firstly, there was another
editing mistake. In Hugh’s comment
about the numb nut author of FTOS
in TLE, numb-nut should have been
hyphenated. Secondly, inappropriate
jokes are not appropriate in the news-
letter and thirdly, the 25-words-or-less
idea and the historical tidbits are good
ideas. What does the GSH member-
ship think (in 25 words or less)? Also,
drab is actually a color. The Army
adopted the modification called, ‘ol-
ive drab’.

Letters To the Editor
GSH Editor:

At the risk of earning General
Hardy’s wrath, I must correct a mistake
in his letter to the editor in October’s
newsletter. The color associated with
Texas A&M is maroon, not scarlet. It
sent shivers down my Aggie spine to see
that mistake!

But his letter does bring up an in-
teresting point. What color, if we use one
in the newsletter, best represents GSH?
Yellow is an interesting choice. Since the
average age of GSH members contin-
ues to climb, does yellow represent the
aging of our members like the yellowing
of my old paper maps? Or does yellow
represent the “stream” of abuse geo-
physicists often get in the oil and gas
industry from other professionals? Or
can we expect more sensational articles
in the newsletter following the course of
yellow journalism?

My favorite color is still maroon!

Ron McWhorter, Class of ’79
(Geophysical Advisor
Devon Energy Corporation

Editor: The editor is supposed to
catch mistakes. It is hoped that pub-
lishing this letter will alleviate any
spinal shivers in Aggiedom. Thank-
fully, my Aggie son and daughter-in-
law don’t read the GSH newsletter.

Geoscience Registration Announcement
Senate Bill 405 of the 77th Legislature created the Texas Board of Professional Geoscientists to regulate

the practice of geoscience in Texas. Licenses will be required by September 2003.

Applications for a Professional Geoscientist License are now available!

Forms and information can be found at the following website: www.tbpg.state.tx.us
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Join the Geophysical
Auxiliary of Houston!

The Geophysical Auxiliary of Houston invites the wife of
any present of past member of the GSH or SEG, the widows
of former members of the GSH and SEG and women mem-
bers of these organizations to join us for our 2002-2003 year.

Wednesday November 6, the Auxiliary gathered for a tour
of the Brookwood Community.  Thirty-five ladies enjoyed a
tour of the 475 acres that make up the community, visited with
residents and dined on a gourmet lunch in the Brookwood CafÈ
specially prepared by Brookwood’s chef.  This was a wonder-
ful opportunity to do some holiday shopping at the Commu-
nity gift shop with its extensive selection of holiday items.

Please remember to mark your calendars as Monday, Janu-
ary 13, the Auxiliary will meet at the elegant Houston Junior
League Tea Room for a delicious luncheon.  Renee Kientz,
antiques editor for the Houston Chronicle, will be on hand to
share her expertise on antiques as well as answer questions.
Kathi Hilterman will also be displaying several unusual and beau-
tiful antique dolls from her extensive collection.  Please contact
Donna Parrish at 281-859-8088 for additional information.

The following ladies are serving as officers and committee
chairpersons for the 2002-2003 year:  Kathi Hilterman, Carol
Gafford, Emilie Fulton, Sandy Klutts, Susan Graul, Linnie
Edwards, Donna Parish, Phyllis Winborn, Georgeann Massell,
Ruth Harrison, Joyce Kubik, Jerry Templeton, Lynn
Schoenberger, Luann Cefola, and Judith Brett.

Please join us as we enjoy a year of entertaining, enjoyable
and enlightening programs.  Yearly dues are only $15.00.  Call
Membership Chairperson, Emilie Fulton at 281-242-1806,
GSH Liaison, Luann Cefola at 281-759-7338, or President,
Kathi Hilterman, at 713-467-2599 for information on how to
join.

tured approach to evaluate DHI quality on a risk analysis basis.
Based on analysis of over 100 anomalies drilled with pre-drill
DHI ratings, there is an excellent correlation between predicted
and actual anomaly success rate within DHI-dependent
plays.Several examples from around the world illustrate both
success and pitfalls in DHI/AVO analysis. Key points include:
Preservation of seismic amplitude and phase is critical. Stan-
dard industry seismic acquisition and processing can create false
anomalies and errors in quantitative predictions as proven by
subsequent drilling. Non-unique seismic response remains a
fundamental limitation on our ability to predict reservoir thick-
ness and fluid type (e.g., oil versus gas). 3D AVO and visualiza-
tion are powerful techniques for recognizing subtle fluid anoma-
lies, which would otherwise be difficult to recognize.Experience
indicates that best-practice application of DHI technology is
dependent on both optimal technologies and work processes,
including: 1) Calibration using physical property and modeling
analysis 2) Improved seismic data quality, including pre-stack
attributes 3) Integration of DHI analysis with other technolo-
gies 4) Development and application of new and emerging tech-
nologies.

Biography:
Kurt Rudolph has received a B.S. from Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute and an M.A. in Geology from the University of
Texas.

Mr. Rudolph has published papers and abstracts on seis-
mic interpretation, stratigraphy, and basin analysis. Examples
include papers on carbonate platform evolution, seismic mod-
eling of reefs, DHI analysis, outcrop-based seismic modeling,
structural inversion, and effects of tectonics on sequence stratig-
raphy.

In 1992 Mr. Rudolph was awarded the Wallace Pratt Award
for Best Paper, AAPG Bulletin.

Mr. Rudolph is currently responsible for managing the tech-
nical areas of Stratigraphy, Structure/Seal, Regional Geology,
Petroleum Systems, and Assessment for ExxonMobil world-
wide.

Technical Breakfast continued from page 1

Museum News
The GSH has many items available for display, stored courtesy of Hays Information Management at their South Rice facility.

We are currently in the process of supplying a number of items to ExxonMobil for a planned display and wish to place other items
at the various Oil and Service Company Offices. WesternGeco might want to display, for example, a complete Recording Trailer
from the 50’s that they are so graciously storing. How about a torsion balance? We have many as well as ’33 Stanolind (once Amoco
now BP) reports showing their data plus, courtesy Unocal, beautiful maps generated by Pure Oil in ’34 incorporating torsion balance
and seismic Fan Shooting (a Gulf Oil technology important at that time) data covering most of southeast Texas (34 separate maps
now being copied courtesy Ovation).

As well as tons of equipment we could also supply seismic sections from the ’50s, plotted, migrated, and depth corrected. How
about a special, one of a kind, Christmas present for your boss? For a tax-deductible contribution to the GSH Museum Fund you
could give a seismic record from his birth year. Courtesy Unocal we have seismic records for most years from ’32 to ’63.

Although we also have two display cases not in use we continue to look for volunteers. Please call Tom Fulton at 281-242-1806
to make a donation of time or money.
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In the equatorial forests on the world’s third largest island,
in what is now Niah National Park in East Malaysia on Borneo,
there is an immense cavern that has evidence of continuous
habitation by humans for at least 37,000 years. It now serves
as a source for the bird nests which are prized by Chinese gour-
mets, but its first occupants would have utilized it for shelter
from the monsoon rains, and as attested to by multiple layers
of skeletons and grave goods, also as a burial place for their
dead. It is a huge and impressive cavern that tunnels completely
through the limestone mountain
serving as its host rock. Some
light from the multiple entrances
penetrates to most of the pas-
sages, and one can walk entirely
through it with only a small torch.

Imagine yourself as a
Neolithic human whose evolving
religion was necessarily based on
nature - its bounty and its power.
You enter this place in the bow-
els of the earth itself, with stone
columns that evoke in profile
howling faces, winds that brush
your face with the feel of damp
rock eroded by millennia of seep-
ing moisture, and the mingled
cries of swiflets and bats that
sweep overhead in the darkness.
It would impossible not to con-
clude that this must be where the
Spirits themselves reside.

In a rear chamber, there is a
room where a circular hole in the
ceiling, fully 50 meters above the
floor, allows the tropical sun to
send a brilliant shaft of light onto
the rock formations below. At
one point in the day, this light
shines on a huge stalagmite for-
mation with a crowning pinnacle,
creating a tableau that must echo
all of mankind’s iconic religious
architecture down through the ages. It looks like it could be the
world’s first church. The shaft of sunlight is so long that from
across the chamber you can actually watch its angle change as
the earth rotates. It is an awesome sight, and inevitably, you
know you are not the first to be astounded by it.

At night this same window would frame a part of the night
sky like a natural observatory, with the stars wheeling across
the small opening in a precise, but ever changing pattern over
the course of a year. The local guides will tell you that crudely
drawn marks can be found on the floor of the cave, seeming to
correspond to places where the full moons at various seasons
would be visible. But for other marks there is no obvious expla-

nation. They correspond to no significant views through the
opening.

On a recent trip, I sat for a long time in this chamber pon-
dering this, until a possible explanation for the other marks hit
me like, well, like a ton of rocks (or 5.972 sextillion tons, since
we are contemplating the Earth as a whole).

There is a 23,000 to 26,000 year cycle in the Earth’s
motion, the precession of the spin axis, caused by the wobble
induced by the bulge at the Earth’s equator. This movement

changes the stars that appear to
remain motionless near the poles,
such as Polaris, our “north star”.
In another 13,000 years, the star
Vega will be used as the “north
star” by any remaining stellar
navigators here on Earth. (Either
because humans continue to
practice antiquated techniques
out of a sense of history, or be-
cause they will be forced to.) This
motion is considered by some
theories to be part of what drives
the cyclic nature of Ice Ages. This
means that 13,000 years ago this
motion would have offset the view
of the stars. The marks I now sat
on could have been very signifi-
cant. So the faint traces that I ob-
served could have been carved by
some of the cave’s earliest inhab-
itants.

Does this mean that our re-
mote human ancestors in the for-
ests of Borneo recorded the po-
sition from which they noticed
some recurring celestial appari-
tion? And that mankind’s earliest
astronomical calendars may pre-
date the pyramids? Unfortu-
nately, it is much more likely that
last week’s eco-tourist happened
to set up a camera tripod on the
same spot and left the marks. So

I won’t give up my present career for one as an amateur arche-
ologist.

But at the least I had a chance to consider, sitting in that
dark cave, the motions of the entire planet. It has been sug-
gested that climatic change is part of what drove our species to
evolve. If so, the very fact that 40,000 years ago humans would
take shelter as a community in caves has its origin in the planet’s
movements. And those forces will continue to affect the way
we interpret the artifacts of our past. 13,000 years from now,

Notes From The Field:
Geophysics in the Jungle by Jess Kozman

Notes From the Field continued on page 9
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The annual GSH Tennis Tourna-
ment was held on Friday, October 18 at
Chancellors Racquet Club. Even though
only a modest number turned out for
the contest, it was highly competitive and
enjoyed by all. Joe Jones was the host
and organizer. Joe has served in this
capacity for many years and is to be
congratulated on a well-run tournament.

The group was divided into two sec-
tions, the A group and the B group. The
format was doubles with a random draw
for partners. Each rotation played one
set with a 12 point tie breaker if five-all
was reached. Otherwise a win was de-
clared if six games were won with a mini-
mum lead of two games. Total games
won and lost were summed. The win-
ner was the person with the most wins.
In case of a tie, the number of games
lost was considered.

The first place winner of the A group
was Andy Newton followed by Forest
Carpenter and Debra DeBram in sec-
ond and third. In the B group, First place
went to David Connolly with Marlene
Walker and Mark Stevens in second and

TENNIS, ANYONE?
third.

There were numerous door prizes.
It didn’t appear that anyone went home
without a prize of some kind. Everyone
was a winner. Plan to join us next year.

Sponsors were Grant Geophysical,
Indell Davis, Mitcham Industries, Ova-
tion Data Services, SAIC, System De-
velopment and Veritas DGC. Our thanks
go to them for their support.

another human or their evolutionary
descendent may sit in this same cham-
ber on one of those marks and notice
that a very intriguing reddish star is per-
fectly framed in the rock window above.
They will ponder the same questions that
I did on this day. And the planet will have
truly come full circle.

“One generation passes away, and
another generation comes; but the earth
abides forever....”

Ecclesiastes

For more information on the web, see:
A Geological Tour of Northern
Sarawak’s National Parks & Giant Caves
http://www.ecomedia-software.com/
index.html

Precession of the Earth’s Rotation Axis
http://csep10.phys.utk.edu/astr161/
lect/time/precession.html

The Paleoclimate Record and Climate
Models
http://www.sprl.umich.edu/GCL/
Notes-1998-Fall/climate_rec.html

The Pleistocene and the Origins of Hu-
man Culture
http://www.des.ucdavis.edu/faculty/
Richerson/Speed.htm

Notes From the Field continued from page 8

NEW
MEMBERS

Active:
Louis Castro

Steven Cochran
Alexander Mackeon

Karl Schleicher

Associate:
Michael Albertson

Yvonne Griffin
Haibin Xu

Student:
Marija Djordjevic

Total Members 1427
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Sightings
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M N F G I O S A L M Y Q Z V P
U I L S T E E I M E R O S I N
S E N O C L A B G A S S J C I
Q F R E K A B V B S Y M X K X
W E S S U I V U S E V I E S O
Z P L G H L L U T R F E J B Q
P O P O C A T A P E T L E U Y
S A N E I N K L M X Q J O R F
A N D R E A S D D A U U K G J
A D E I O T N S R E N A P O I
L O N G P O I N T A A J A R X
B O O C D L V I M T W X A L L
S H Y O U I T G B Y N Y K R P
S T W X T A E U A L I K A I O
F I S T R N E R A N G J R H S

GeoPuzzle
by John Sumner

Volcanoes
and

Fault Zones

I’ve worked
my fingers to
the bone for
you people. I
have slaved
over a hot key-
board unti l I

have developed
Carpal Tunnel Syn-

drome. My eyesight is fail-
ing because I stay up late at night to
publish this Newsletter.

And how am I rewarded? Three
hundred GSH members have failed to
renew their membership. Three hundred
have shown their indifference to my feel-
ings. And to top it off, an uncaring GSH
Executive Board has cut those three
hundred souls out of the lines of com-
munication that could have catapulted
them into the upper echelons of their
respective companies. In short, they no
longer receive the newsletter.

I am trying to decide whether all of
this blood, sweat and tears is worth it
for only 1423 currently paid-up mem-
bers. We used to be close to 1800. We
should be at least at 3000. There is about
20% of the total SEG membership in
the Houston Area and I can’t entice a

measly three hundred to expend the
magnificent sum of $25 to participate
in technology paradise plus the literary
efforts of a world-renowned author and
editor.

I know that the industry is in a diffi-
cult time period, especially the service
sector. All the more reason to broaden
the horizons and expand the vision.
What can you and I do to encourage
more of our associates to support the
efforts of the GSH? This is not a trivial
question. Before I retired, I was Chief
Geophysicist of the Chevron Corpora-
tion. I all but demanded that Chevron
geophysicists support the SEG and the
local geophysical society. Chevron paid
for the technical lunches. You were not
allowed to attend the SEG convention
on Company time unless you were a
member. I threatened them with a trans-
fer to oblivion. Most ignored me. Isn’t
there an old saying, “You can lead a
horse to water but you can’t make it
drink.”?  I have seen very few Chevrons
at the technical meetings either then or
now.

Some have suggested that with the
down-sizing and re-engineering, the staff
is so small that there is no time for the

frivolity of GSH meetings. Maybe so. I
see benefits beyond the obvious reasons.

What to do? Send Hugh Hardy af-
ter you? He works hard each year to
cajole the delinquents into renewing their
memberships. The missing ones will re-
ceive cards and letters encouraging them
to come back into the fold. And a per-
centage of the truants will wake up, pony
up the twenty-five bucks and all will be
forgiven. Then, next year, we will do it
all over again.

Break the cycle. It is up to you. Bring
your associates with you to our functions.
Encourage them to join the GSH. Be
part of it. We shouldn’t have to rely on
Hugh to whip us in line. It is up to the
officers of the GSH to schedule events
that attract. We don’t want ho hum pro-
grams. When we have special speakers,
the crowds are large. It doesn’t take a
genius to figure it out. I am the only
person that shows up regardless of the
program. It is a habit. I am addicted but
it took 45 years.

If you have any ideas along these
lines, shoot me a note at
LLAWYER@prodigy.net. Maybe we can
figure something out together.

Lament From The Editor by Lee Lawyer

Find the listed words in the diagram.
They run in all directions.

Anatolian
Baker
Etna
Fujiyama
Balcones
Hayward
Hood

Kilamanjaro
Kilauea
Long Point
Popocatepetl
San Andreas
Vesuvius
Vicksburg
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